Our analysis is based on the CFEC's publicly available database of fishery permits (available at: https://www.cfec.state.ak.us/fishery_statistics/permits.htm). We use 10 years of data, from 2006 to 2015. Permit registration information in the CFEC database includes both identifying information about the permit holder and permit specific details including the fishery to which the permit grants entry, and the status (current/former owner), type (permanent, interim, transferable), and ownership sequence of the permit.
(e.g. a vessel is either greater than or less than 60 feet; so the owner would permit in the fishery to match the vessel). Therefore, cross-fishery permitting in these "sub-fisheries" does not have a clean meaning or interpretation and it would be unclear how to interpret network statistics in these cases. Instead, we aggregate in such a way as to allow us to focus on the type of gear (e.g. pots versus longline) in our analysis.
Federal and State Managed Fisheries
CFEC commercial fishing permits are required for all fishermen who operate within 3 nautical miles of the shore or land their catch in an Alaskan port. 1 In addition, the state manages catch in the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) further than 3nm off the coast for species including all shellfish, ling cod, and some species of rockfish. Fisheries of note that are under state management include salmon fisheries, herring fisheries, and the sablefish fisheries in Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet areas. Federally managed fisheries are comprised of various groundfish fisheries in the EEZ, while halibut is managed by the International Pacific Halibut Commission, whose membership consists of the United States and Canada. Where there is shared or adjacent jurisdiction over the same species or more broadly defined fishery along state/federal waters, the state creates a parallel fishery that, through the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, may pass emergency orders to duplicate regulations in the federal fishery by NMFS. In some cases, however, a state parallel fishery (within 3 nm of the coast) will open after federal waters close for that fishery (Showalter 2005 , Sethi, Reimer et al. 2014 , ADFG 2016 .
Note that for some CFEC fishery designations, particularly for the groundfish fisheries, a single CFEC permit can be used to fish in both a federal and state fishery. For these fisheries, we designate a CFEC fishery as "federally managed" if the fishery has a significant federal component to it, based on harvest specification tables for the federally-managed groundfish fisheries (see https://alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/harvestspecifications/field_harvest_spec_year /2016-2017-751) . A more quantitative approach for assigning federal management designations would require landings data, which are not publicly available.
1 A 2005 legal battle between state and federal governments occurred over CFEC permitting of federally managed fisheries. CFEC only required an interim-use permit to land fish, there was no separate landing permit necessary so federally permitted fishermen were told they couldn't land without a CFEC interim-use entry permit. Supreme court ruled that CFEC could get away with requiring state permits to land federally managed catch (though court noted this was out of convenience, they should have created a separate class of permit for landings of federally caught fish).
Specific Fishery Aggregation Notes and Changes

Abalone
 Merge into single statewide fishery 2. Halibut  Merge permits that are differentiated by vessel length such than all longline statewide halibut permits are grouped into a B06B/B61B joint fishery  Keep statewide "incidental catch fisheries" separate by gear (i.e., B05B, B25B, and B26B) 3. Sablefish  Merge vessel length designations (i.e., C06B and C61B; C09B and C91B).  Keep statewide limited entry fisheries separated by gear and location, but aggregate across vessel lengths (e.g., C04E, C05E, and C09E).  Keep statewide "incidental catch fisheries" separate by gear (i.e., C07B, C25B, C26B, and C37B)  Merge vessel lengths on C04E (net gear), C05E (fixed gear), and C09E (pot) limited entry permits (in PW Sound)  4. Dungeness Crab  Merge vessel length-specific permits into single permit by region for pots (e.g., all D91s are now D09s)  Kept all limited entry fisheries except those with only one year (e.g., D10J 
Gear-Area-Species Groups for Cluster Analysis
To facilitate analysis of the clusters we create species, gear, and area species groups from the CFEC fisheries codes. There are fewer of these grouping then there are CFEC codes. other less than 2% of permits 7 "M" , "F" , "O" , "R" , "J" , "Q" , "QA" , "QB, "QC" , "QD" , "QE,QF, "QV" NW -Northwest (Upper Yukon, Nelson Island, Security Cove, Nunivak Island, Cape Avinof, Kuskokwim, *Goodnews Bay, Kotzebue, Port Clarence, St. Lawrence Island, Norton Sound) P" , "N" , "S" , "U" , "V" ,W" , "X" | area == "Y" , "Z" , "ZE" ,"ZF" "T","TA" , "TB" , "TD" , "TE,
Other Less than 1% 3 All nodes and edges corresponding to the adjacency matrix in Table S2 Fisheries are designated as statewide or regional (e.g. southeast) based on where fishermen holding a permit are permitted to fish. In the CFEC permitting documentation a statewide fishery corresponds to area code "B." Each fishery is labeled with its CFEC code and colored according to cluster. 
Regression Results
Case Study
Fishery Node Detail
In this section we provide additional figures showing variations between number of permits, node degree, average edge weight, and closeness centrality. Each marker corresponds to a fishery. All fisheries in the network are included other than the two fisheries with zero shared permits with other fisheries. Each marker corresponds to a fishery. All fisheries in the network are included other than the two fisheries with zero shared permits with other fisheries. Each marker corresponds to a fishery. All fisheries in the network are included other than the two fisheries with zero shared permits with other fisheries.
Alaska Fishery Detail
After the standardization process described above we obtain 113 fisheries that are used in the analysis. We provide a complete list of the standardized fisheries used in the paper along with the CFEC permit fishery code, the species, gear, and area groups used for the cluster analysis, the average number of permits held for only that fishery over the time period 2006 to 2015, our statewide or regional indicator variable, and our assumption about whether the fishery is primarily state or federally managed. Additionally, we list key network statistics (based on the full network with all fisheries included) and the cluster grouping. Note: Average edge weight is rounded to the 
